Report of Histrionics Club 2017-18

H

istrionics Club of the college initiates to provide a creative and
discursive space for theatre and film lovers. It aims at triggering the

flair students have for theatrical discourse. The activities of year 2017-18 of the
club was spearheaded by a team of theatre lovers with Sri Jithin John of English
Department as Teacher-in charge, Aravind R of D3 English as Secretary and
Abhijith S. of D3 Malayalam, Joint Secretary

The first initiative of the club was to commemorate the demise of noted film
director and a stalwart of the film industry Sri I V Sasi. The members gathered to
mourn the loss of this wonderful artist and discussed about his contributions.
Jyothimol P., Head of the department of English delivered the memorial address.

In an effort to sharpen the skills of the students in histrionics, there were a
few gatherings of the members. It was decided to field a team for Skit in the
University Youth festival. Accordingly screening test was conducted and a team
consisting of Abhijith S, Punya M , Sreelakshmi Ramankunju (All D3 Malayalam),
Abhijith R Nair (D2 Malayalam) , Aravind R and Ragasree K P (both D2 English)
was entrusted with the task of representing our college for the Fest. The team
presented a skit in the Youth festival “Ashantham", at Ernakulam in March 2018.
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The skit was a satire titled “OMKV- Odu Madhyamangale Kandam Vazhi”
with the negative and unscrupulous role of the media as central theme. The skit
was written and directed by Abhijith S.

The training and fine tuning was

performed by Sri Bibin Thomas, Part time Faculty of English in the self financing
section of our college. Though the team couldn’t finish in the first three positions,
their performance was commendable.

Jithin John
Teacher – in – Charge
Histrionics Club
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